
Cat Food and the Finance Industry
We’ve been wrong this whole while! For starters, many of us are unaware that in reality, the
world’s most successful monopolies and oligopolies are often found in the most unassuming
industries. From sunglasses to cat food, these corporations have comfortably found their niche
industries, and operate away from the public eye, amassing a huge fortune for their
stakeholders.

Similarly, most of us are aware of banks, trading firms and other similar financial institutions.
What are not getting attention, are institutions that quench investors’ insatiable thirst for financial
data that are being used globally to assess companies’ financial soundness. In this paper, we will
give a brief overview of the opportunities that a career in these otherwise unknown institutions
offer.

Financial Data Industry
A US423 billion Industry

A	  sophomore	  shares	  his
experiences	  about	  his	  internship
hunt,	  straddled	  with	  hurdles.



Part of the growing trend of the rise of the Big Data
Market the industry hit a combined value of US$23
billion in 2009, with strong growth in the following
years. An example of some of the products would
be software that includes “pre-trade” information
such as bidding data necessary to price a financial
instrument, and post-trade data such as the last
trade price and other transactional data relevant to
trading. The role of these firms is ultimately this – to
monitor and analyse real-time financial data, and to
facilitate trades on the electronic trading platform.

However, there is much more than initially meets
the eye. Financial services are essential in order for
a modern economy to work, as they are the
intermediaries between people with money to
invest, and people who need money to build
businesses. As the markets change and shift all the
time, people working in financial services have to
always adjust the environment, making for a
dynamic, fast-paced business.

 
In this issue, we will be focusing on
 

Financial data market leader
 

With more than 15 000 employees in 192 locations
around the world, Bloomberg also has a 111-strong
team Singapore. Entry-level positions are centred in

New York, London, Singapore, Hong Kong, and
Tokyo. Thus, getting assigned to a role outside of
Singapore is a very real possibility.

Read	  on	  as	  he	  gives	  valuable
advice	  and	  key	  insights	  about
the	  challenges	  he	  faced.

Internship experience:
Investment Banking

“I personally believe that people
and situations present a trove
of learning opportunities and
every internship should be
treated as an opportunity to
learn life skills from people and
the myriad of possible
situations.”
- Eileen Tan
Year 3 Economics
 
Read on to find out what made her
take the leap of faith to take an
LOA during year 2 to join Standard
Chartered as a summer
investment banking intern. 

The Bloomberg Aptitude Test

Lin Liye did SMU proud by
making it to the Bloomberg Hall
of Fame for the month of April

http://us3.campaign-archive2.com/?u=ee9be04f67cd1773bede9da44&id=336293a339
http://us3.campaign-archive2.com/?u=ee9be04f67cd1773bede9da44&id=042c8daf65
http://vimeo.com/62869724


Singapore is a very real possibility.

Bloomberg’s Financial Data Vending arm, which
currently has about 30% market share in the
industry, is one of the largest players in the world,
providing information on law, governments, new
energy, finance, and more, allowing decision
makers a wealth of information with which to better
plan their business.
With regards to its financial products, Bloomberg
employs an army of financial sales personnel,
financial analysts and data analysts to run their
operations.

What's in the job?
Why financial data?

For those taking up a job in Financial Analytics,
they can expect a multitude of exams throughout
their term, starting out as a generalist, gradually
completing specialist and advanced specialist
courses for the latest in financial software and
industry practices, learning about global financial
markets from Bloomberg’s perspective. In Analytics,
employees will specialise in one of the following
market sectors: Fixed Income, Equities, Foreign
Exchange, or Commodities.

 
Internships
Looking to occupy your summer?
Recruiting for interns start in January, and interns
start in early June for 10-12 weeks, dependent on
the department. Internships relevant to finance are:

Financial Sales and Analytics
Data Analysis

For workloads, interns in Bloomberg are often given
full projects to carry out during their internship,
much like regular work.
 

of Fame for the month of April
2013.

Read on as he share with all of
you a snippet of his preparation
and advice should you be
interested in taking the
Bloomberg Aptitude Test (BAT). 

 

Applying for that
Finance Internship
Your express guide to Ontrac II
 

When was the last time you visited
Ontrac II? As the one-stop multi-
tool for everything career related
for all SMU students, Ontrac II
performs infinitely useful functions.
 
Read on to find out about the
opportunities available!

    

Asian Economic Analysis
China’s Banking Expansion
Banking Industry to hit
US78.7billion in 2017
Soaring Confidence in the
Banking Industry
Banking Interview Guide
5 Questions Investment
Banking Interns Need To
Know
The 20 Most Common
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What is the selection process like?
Applying to a job in Bloomberg itself is generally a
multi-level process, comprising of phone interviews,
written tests, and face-to-face interviews, aimed at
testing your knowledge of Bloomberg, though there
is an emphasis on behavioural questions.
 
Career Opportunities
What's beyond Bloomberg?

Working at firms that deal with Financial Data and
other such products will equip you with the
necessary skills, contacts, and industry know-how
to better plan the rest of your career, without fully
committing to an industry before you even get a
taste of working life. People with industry know-how
will always be in demand, and starting your career
here will always land you in good stead for the
future.
 
In other words, working at firms of this nature will
definitely create a strong foundation to a finance
career, which ultimately offers wide-ranging
opportunities to many other industries.
 

 
 
 
 

The 20 Most Common
Banking Interview
Questions
Best Cities To Take Up
Finance Jobs In
5 Most Cartoonishly Evil
Banks Of All Time
 Is A Career In Banking
Right For You?
 Ace That Phone Interview
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